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DNA coding in your digital ID – soon to come to your home? If you don’t like it, the military
may inject it into your digital ID chip, somewhere under your skin.

The DNA is the most intimate part of our life’s identity.

Is the idea far-fetched?

Not so far.

If WHO gets its ways with the “Pandemic Treaty” overruling this planet’s every country’s
health sovereignty,  you may soon be forced to get  your  most  intimate ID,  your  DNA,
“branded” onto your digital ID.

Imagine! Klaus Schwab’s (World Economic Forum) joy!

A step closer to absolute and total control.

Don’t  sweat it.  Neither the Pandemic Treaty nor the Digital  ID has been “worldwide
approved”. It’s so far just talk. Scare-talk. And you know, fearful people submit much easier
to tyrannical rules, than self-assured men and women – who know who they are, and who
are self-assured, despite the 24/7 “social engineering of the masses”.

That’s the name of the game. And we can resist it. We are many, they are few.

But very importantly, we need to wake up from our comfort slumber, look reality in the eyes
and say NO, in unison and solidarity.

According to a press release on 18 January 2023, Veridos GmbH, headquartered in Berlin
with operating facility  in  Munich,  just  announced “Innovatrics” as Strategic  Partner  for
Advanced DNA ID Verification.
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Veridos calls itself “A world-leading provider of integrated identity solutions. Governments
and  public  authorities  in  more  than  100  countries  trust  the  company’s  uniquely
comprehensive product portfolio.

“The company creates end-to-end solutions and services perfectly tailored to meet
every  government’s  identity  need.  These  range  from  paper  to  security  printing,
electrical chip components, enrollment, identity management systems, personalization
and issuance, mobile ID solutions, and border control solutions including eGates.

“Governments  can  acquire  best-in-class  passports,  ID  cards,  driver’s  licenses,  and
more, or even the facilities to manufacture their own.”

Innovatrics is based in the European Union (EU), with Headquarters in Bratislava, Slovakia.

The company calls itself “an independent EU-based provider of trusted biometric solutions
for governments and enterprises.”

It boasts that “our algorithms consistently rank among the fastest and most accurate in
fingerprints  and  face  recognition.  For  over  16  years,  we  have  partnered  with  all  types  of
organizations  to  build  trusted  and  flexible  biometric  identification  solutions.  Our  products
are being used in more than 80 countries, benefiting more than a billion people worldwide.

Biometrics is this “thing” that you don’t know where it begins and where it ends –
and you have no clue what’s “in it”.

The  pair  calls  it  a  Strategic  Partnership  for  Advanced  DNA  ID  Identification.  The
Veridos  –  Innovatrics  joint  venture  name their  invention  a  “holistic  VeriDNA  solution
elevating civilian use of DNA IDs to the next level. This marks a turning point in the DNA-
based identification and verification of individuals which has long been used only in the field
of forensics.” 

Innovatrics  has  a  long  experience  in  ABIS  (Automated  Biometric  Identification  System)
technology which allows government agencies to store biometric data of all types, such as
fingerprints,  iris  scans  and  facial  geometrics,  and  compare  them  with  biometrics  from
checkpoints  at  lightning  speed.

Wow! That’s precisely number one on Klaus Schwab’s wish list to tag every one of the
surviving humans. “Surviving” because after the massive population reduction, part of the
WEF’s  Great  Reset  and  UN Agenda 2030,  also  according  to  Schwab’s,  Soros’,  Gates’,
Rockefeller’s et al, the production and implantation of DNA IDs may be faster and more
efficient, then “stamping” today’s 8 billion people.

The  Veridos’  and  Innovatrics’  dream  would  allow  VeriDNA  generated  DNA-IDs  taking
verification of individuals to a new dimension – offering benefits in sensitive areas such as
border crossing, behavior control, as well as monitoring people’s cashflow, food intake and –
listen well – controlling individuals environmental and climate footprints.

See this for the full press release.

If there is any serious message coming out of the currently ongoing 2023 WEF in Davos, it is
a “climate tyranny”. If you don’t believe it, just listen to John Kerry, Biden’s climate envoy to
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Davos, speaking like an Avatar from a different planet.

Kerry’s words,

“When you start to think about it, it’s pretty extraordinary that we – a select group of
human beings, because of whatever touched us at some point in our lives – are able to
sit in a room and come together and actually talk about saving the planet.”

United States climate envoy John Kerry tells the World Economic Forum that
the "select group of human beings" in Davos are talking about "saving the
planet," even if  that sounds "crazy, tree-hugging, leftie,  liberal do-gooder."
pic.twitter.com/mfWDwDxQGA

— Andrew Lawton (@AndrewLawton) January 17, 2023

Unfortunately,  during the past  several  decades people’s  minds have been so radically
geoengineered through organizations like the little-known UK-based “Tavistock Institute”
and the Pentagon-linked DARPA, and possibly others, to have them fully believe the totally
anti-science climate hoax.

A DNA-tracing tool is perfect for the globalist elite’s goals. In warp speed you identify the
misbehaviors, creating a permanent ambiance of fear, a subdued society under permanent
climate lockdown and glanced upon from the high-above cruising private jets of the super-
billionaires.

Let’s hope it will just remain a dream – a fading dream – of the wannabe tyrants because
We, the People, will not let it happen.

*
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